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The Iron Legion is made up of those who died of, or during, old age.
The Ashen Lady rules from the Seat of Shadows.
Very few of the Grim Legion aren't thrilled to be where they are.
Iron Legionnaires all bear gray bands about their arms and legs. that are considered a sign of valor among the Legion .
Some Legionnaires bear marks, which are Moliated onto their Corpora but don’t understand what the marks mean.
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The Iron Legion spends a great deal of time training each recruit, considered excessive by other legions.
The best architects and fortifications engineers are in the Iron Legion.
Understand that the gray bands are considered a sign of valor among the Legion and can probably explain the distinctions.
Understands what the symbols that are Moliated onto Iron legion members corpora are a special distinction for service earned.
Has heard of the Legion's Special Orders.
The Iron Legion grants new recruits “time off” to search for news of dead relatives.
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Is familiar with the Special Orders.
Knows the Iron Legion has a near-monopoly on the best construction and fortification techniques of the Underworld.
Knows what the symbols that are Moliated onto Iron legion members corpora mean (detailed knowledge of the symbols).
The Ashen Lady’s coffers have purchased spies and saboteurs throughout the Underworld and in other legions.
Is familiar with famous Iron Legionnaires.
The Iron Legions best source of information are its own members who are experienced at blending in and value accomplishment
more than glory, and will get the information without recognition or glory for their work.
Iron Reapers are paid special bonuses for “discovering” suitable candidates for the Ashen Lady’s Salon.
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Is probably a member of a Special Order.
Knows of the local Iron, and the Anacreon.
Is very familiar with the Communiqués.
Knows of the quiet dispute over souls between the Skeletal Lord and the Ashen Lady.
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The Ashen Lady’s coffers purchase spies and saboteurs in other Dark Kingdoms as well as in the other Legions.
Know some of the ministers of the Lady’s High Council.
A number of sackings of major cities in the Skinlands had the Ashen Lady’s fingerprints on them, so that she might have more
building materials for her palace, the Seat of Shadows.
The Ashen Lady would prefer that she be the next supreme ruler of the Hierarchy. At this time, however, she takes only small steps
toward the goal, quietly building her resources and undermining the credibility of her rivals.

